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“What we mean by information — the elementary unit of information —
is a difference which makes a difference, and it is able to make a difference because
the neural pathways along which it travels and is continually transformed are themselves
provided with energy. The pathways are ready to be triggered.
We may even say that the question is already implicit in them.”
Gregory Bateson, Ecology of mind, p. 459, Chapter “Form, Substance and Difference“.

What I want to explore based on Bateson´s idea of information:
•How does a difference arise in physical structures? What is a physical difference?
•How can a difference be made in physical structures? What makes a physical difference?
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Senses and sensitivities adressed by changes acting as signals

It is possible to differentiate between two different physical basic
mechanisms producing perceivable differences:

Signals travelling media
Signals represented and transported
by many independent oscillators

Motions producing a perceivable
disturbance of the medium in which
they are traveling
Differences in trajectories
(linear or cyclic).

Receivers/Senders of signals
Senses and sensitivity grounded
in networks of interacting entities

Differences which give objects
different properties
which again can be perceived
Differences in structure and
configuration

My proposal is to call the physical information
• Represented in structured motion, carried by a medium*, capable of transmitting energy
into a material structure and thereby affecting its configuration structure

Kinetic Information
• Represented in a structure with configuration, carried by interacting non-identical
elements, sensitive to structured motion of certain pacing and threshold-exceeding
force and thereby capable of absorbing and emitting kinetic information

Structural Information

*medium: Aggregate of independent oscillators which are no receivers of the signal
they carry.
Differentiation between Kinetic and Structural Information first proposed by Stonier
(see references slide at the end of the presentation)

To demonstrate the applicability of kinetic
information and structural information,
An example of a musical instrument is given.

The Monochord
https://archive.org/stream/
textbookofphysic00duncuoft/
textbookofphysic00duncuoft#page/
733/mode/1up

OpenStax
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Hearing and
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cnx.org/content/
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OpenStax CNX CC
BY 3.0.
from:
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bound-less.com/
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Uncoiled Cochlea:

For our focus on physical
Information processing,
we look on the structure
in the human ear which is
doing the initial analysis
of acoustic signals;
mechanically

Images adapted from:
• https://courses.lumenlearning.com/nemccap/chapter/special-senses-hearing-audition-andbalance/
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us/).
• Green, An Introduction to
Hearing, John Wiley &
Sons
• Principles of
Neural Science Edited by E. R. Kandel and J. H.
Schwartz, Elsevier/North-Holland

(Of course the initial
analysis is then improved
and sharpened by a
data analysis network
of neurons).
We are here

What is so special about wave-form motion?
• Changes of second-order differential equations (motion inside a potential field;
In the monochord example: expanding a stretchable string which has a structurally given
restoring force)
are guided by a basic physical principle, the Principle of Stationary Action (PSA).
A principle of equal importance as the Second Law of Thermodynamics for distribution
functions
• Most resonators are linear or nearly linear.
So they enhance fundamental sinusoidal waves and their
harmonics (i.e. integer multiples and divisors)
• A single frequency sine wave passing though a linear (i.e. free of feedback, hysteresis, etc.)
dispersive medium will remain as a single frequency sine wave, whereas a triangular or
square wave (composite waves according to Fourier Theorem) will be distorted. Many
physical processes are frequency dependent, and tend to sort out sine wave components
Conditioned probabilities and a store !

Kinetic and Structural Information are generally different basic mechanisms for conditioning
probabilities and storing dispositions for perceivable differences:
Physically realistic trajectories are solutions
to second-order differential equations:
•A differential equation has to satisfy certain
geometrical invariance properties
(which are consequences of the homogeneity of
space, isotropy…) which impose rather strong
restrictions on its form.
•The wave equation is the simplest equation
among all which satisfy those invariance
properties.
•Many natural phenomena exhibit oscillatory
behavior which brings to bear one or more
frequencies. A second order system is the lowest
order which can reproduce oscillatory behavior.
•For motion along linear trajectories, making
action stationary in Lagrangian equations
[(Ekin- Epot) over given time] again confirms the
importance of 2nd order equations.

Differences in trajectories (linear or cyclic)

On the most basic scale, a physically relevant
difference between particles is of course a
difference in (kinetic) energy.
•But as soon as we reach the realm of atoms
and molecules, objects with identical total energy
can have different configurations. This can matter

conditioning probability for occurence and stability
•Different distributions of energy/mass
Enable or constrain structural dispositions and
Properties
•Local availability of energy becomes a resource
for kinetic energy driving motions
• Iterated motions in a field of constraining or
driving potential energy are again
the source for signals in media.

Differences in structure and configuration

Thank you for your attention!
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What is so special about wave-form motion?
*Display of amplitude largely exxagerated

Segment x to x+Dx of plucked string plotted versus distance (x,y)
Segment of length x plotted versus time.
Tension modelled as fixed ends P, Q with
fictitious springs of identical k = m/(∆t)2

Changes of second-order differential equations
(motion inside a potential field e.g. expanding a
a stretchable string which has structurally given restoring force)
are guided by a basic physical principle, the Principle of Stationary Action (PSA).

A principle of equal importance as the Second Law of Thermodynamics for distribution
functions
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*Display of amplitude largely exxagerated
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Most resonators are linear or nearly linear.
So they enhance fundamental sinusoidal waves and their
harmonics (i.e. integer multiples and divisors)

Segment of length x plotted versus time.
Tension modelled as fixed ends P, Q with
fictitious springs of identical k = m/(∆t)2

A single frequency sine wave passing though a linear (i.e. free of feedback) dispersive medium
will remain as a single frequency sine wave, whereas a triangular or square wave (composite
waves according to Fourier Theorem) will be distorted. Many physical processes are frequency
dependent, and tend to sort out sine wave components
Conditioned probabilities and a store !

the ear is designed in such a way that it separates the complex incoming sound wave into its
component frequencies. The information your brain receives is not what the shape of the
complex sound wave is, but how much of each component wave is present (https://
physics2000.com/PDF/Text/Ch_16_FOURIER_ANALYSIS,_NORMAL_MODES_AND_SOUND.pdf ).

„Nun könnten die ubiquitären Vokale der menschlichen Sprache mit ihren
harmonischen Spektren das "Trainingsmaterial" darstellen, mit denen das Gehirn
des heranwachsenden Kindes dazu konditioniert wird, die akustische Gestalt
eines Spektrums mit vielen Teiltönen in das einfache mentale Objekt eines
Einzeltons zu transformieren. Liegt also hierin der Schlüssel zum Verständnis des
harmonischen Hörens und damit der tonalen Hierarchien?“
ÜBERLEGUNGEN ZU EINER NEUEN THEORIE DER HARMONIE
GEORG HAJDU

